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Mystery Rules Over All at Halloween Party in Gymnasium

Gratifying Mysterious Figures Direct the Path Through Halls of Sepulchral Whispers and Groans, but Victims are Repaid at the End.

Those who had business calling them abroad on Friday night saw many mysterious figures moving about, seeming to have as their objective the front door of the Normal Library; the figures, not being interested in the other persons, went in and were lost to view. But after they got in! Ghostly figures directed them with sepulchral whispers and groans. The path of least resistance seemed to be along a subterranean passage, where many were the surprises encountered. Some found great difficulty in walking; others found themselves in intimate companionship with wild beasts, and still others lost their balance and went careering down inclines to land with a thud at the bottom. After many trials and tribulations, all finally made the journey without undue casualties, and found themselves in the Elementary School gymnasium, which was most interestingly decorated for the occasion. A short time was spent in trying to discover identities, but few were successful in learning very many.

There was a fascinating variety to the costumes: clowns, ghosts, witches, gypsies, Indians, wild westerners, Puritans, pumpkins, apples. (Continued on page 2)

Kindergarten Club Elects Officials for This Year

The Kindergarten Club held its second meeting of the season a few days ago. The first part of the hour was given over to the election of officers. The following persons have been elected for the current year:

President: Grace Merryman
First Vice-President: Clara Turngreen
Second Vice-President: Mildred Lucidby
Secretary: Alice Miller
Treasurer: Milda Lueidby

Miss Sutherland read several letters from graduates of the department, who had written interesting fashion of their new experiences.

The following club committees are at work: Picture Committee, Ways and Means Committee, Committee to amend the Constitution.

Walls Shake as 375 Students Learn Yells

All the yells that are to be used, were gone over by the students at the general mass-meeting in the assembly room yesterday. The cheering, led by Randall was excellent and the walls fairly vibrated with the sound of the 375 voices. Surely the team cannot help to be encouraged Thursday if this is repeated on the field.

Approximately ten yells were turned in after an appeal to the students several days ago. Some of these are very difficult to learn, making only six or eight of them usable. In order to get a sufficient number with which to work, it was found necessary to seek outside sources.

Path Through Halls of Sepulchral Whispers and Groans, but Victims are Repaid at the End.
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The Catholic girls of the Normal School reorganized the Catholic Girl's Club on Wednesday, September 24. It was decided to call the club the Student's Catholic Association. The following officers were elected:

President: Majorie Fox
Secretary: Evelyn Eldred
Treasurer: Genevieve Carroll

The club plans on both business and social activities and looks forward to the coming year as a pleasant one.

Catholic Girls Organize

Mendelssohn Club Elects New Officers

Miss Margaret Snyder was elected President of the Mendelssohn Club for this year. Other officers are: Secretary, Evelyn Eldred; Treasurer, Jeanette Van Duze.

At present the Club is burning the mythical midnight oil in preparation for the Thanksgiving Commencement program, which promises to be one of the prettiest commencement exercises that have yet been held during the regular school year. If the energy which is being expended in this preparation, is any indication of the result, we feel certain that it cannot help but be a very beautiful work of art.

Shads Pile Up Big Score On Normals in Friday's Battle

Purp1e and White Machine Fought to Better End but Were Completely Humbled by Opponents-Line Proves Tower of Strength
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**THE POW-WOW**

**ROOSEVELT PROGRAM GIVEN LAST FRIDAY**

An excellent program was given last Friday in Chapel, in the interest of the Roosevelt Memorial drive. "The Life of Roosevelt" was given in a short talk by Maurice Howard. As he said, "One can only have a few of the familiar facts of this great American brushed up, in such a limited time." But his sketch was complete. Roosevelt's favorite hymn sung by Carlton Neville, Jean Tawney and Steffensrude followed this sketch. Owing to the lack of sufficient time, the third number of "The Inspiration of his Life," to have been given by Miss E. Davis, was dropped. Mr. Staloupt told us something of the Memorial Association and the program completed with a verse of the "Star Spangled Banner.

A collection was then taken, a mimeographed copy of Roosevelt's Creed which was given to each student.

**ROOSEVELT'S CREED**

I believe in honesty, sincerity and the square deal; in making up one's mind what to do—and doing it.

I believe in fearing God and taking one's own part.

I believe in hitting the line hard when you are right.

I believe in speaking softly and carrying a big stick.

I believe in hard work and honest sport.

I believe in a sane mind in a sane body.

I believe we have room for but one soul loyalty, and that is loyalty to the American people.

**MYSTERY RULES OVER ALL AT HALLOWEEN PARTY**

(Concluded from page 1)

fish and animals predominated. Among the last, two rather quiescent but attractive pussy cats were prominent. A wicked looking Mexican and a blood thirsty Indian chiefhead were also centers of interest. Practically everybody was costumed, and so well disguised that there were many surprises at the unmaskings.

The old games, "Sally-go-round-the-Stars," "Looby Lou," and "Little Sally Warner," were played with much delight, and finally terminated in a grand march through the building, after which the cats, consisting of apples, animal crackers, and "fall-day-suckers," were served by girls dressed as apples, animals and fish.

A program concluded the evening's enjoyment. The first act, a "Dance of the Spirits," by nine girls, and led by Catherine Hilliard, was an unusually beautiful and graceful performance. This was followed by some popular music, played by a trio of "the famous gypsies from Madrid," on their mandolins. Much applause was given to respond with several encore. The last number was a much appreciated song by a men's trio.

**SCHOOL NOTES**

About twenty-five girls attended the annual Methodist Church supper Wednesday evening in the church parlors.

The students were indeed disappointed at the announcement, postponing our game to have been played here last Friday with Pillbory.

Mr. Searborn's classes in Geography hiked to Castle Rock last Saturday taking their lunches and returned late in the afternoon. Pictures were taken and specimens examined.

Work on the new dormitory is progressing rapidly. It is expected that the foundation will be completed before cold weather comes.

The third Red Cross campaign was inaugurated Monday. A suitable program was carried out at the Chapel period.

The children of both kindergarten classes united, and had a very pretty Halloween party in the kindergarten rooms Friday morning.

The mothers of the children attended. All the decorations were made by the youngsters.

Mr. Gaylord has been made a member of the National Committee of the good speech movement. Mr. Gaylord gave a very interesting discussion yesterday on the philosophy of speech.

We are to observe Friendship Day again this year on November 10. This is the day when every one should not only be good friends with his neighbor, but should make new friendships with strangers.

**"THE GIRLS' TRIBUTE.**

We love the boys in Kahki,

We love the boys in Blue,

We'll cheer for the boys on the foot-ball field,

Because their school they believe in are true.

We'll stand by the boys of our home town;

But into our hearts comes a lump,

Whenever we think of those dear old boys

That stay at "Dillon's Dump."

—Charles R. Randall.

**SHADS PILE UP BIG SCORE ON NORMALS IN FRIDAY'S BATTLE**

(Concluded from page 1)

Snyder downed the ball behind our goal, giving Shattuck two points. The ball was in their hands most of the time. Their smashing offensive, and clock-like mechanism proved fatal for us, and during the first half they scored thirty-six points. Our team was taken of their feet not only because of lack of weight, but because the cadets' tactics were too fast for us.

The tables turned slightly in the last period, when our opponents only netted twelve points. Our team was taken off their feet, and during the first half they scored thirty-six points. Our team was taken off their feet not only because of lack of weight, but because the cadets' tactics were too fast for us.

The tables turned slightly in the last period, when our opponents only netted twelve points. Our team was taken off their feet not only because of lack of weight, but because the cadets' tactics were too fast for us.

The tables turned slightly in the last period, when our opponents only netted twelve points. Our team was taken off their feet not only because of lack of weight, but because the cadets' tactics were too fast for us.
RIP VAN CASSIDY
AWAKENS AFTER EXTENDED SLUMBER

HAS LENGTHY CONSERVATION WITH OLD SCHOOL MATE—RETURNS TO REALMS OF MORPHEUS.

Cassidy: (waking up from a long nap) "Hello there Triggs, how long have I been sleeping?"
Triggs: "Oh, about thirty years."
Joe: "As long as that?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Everything the same at school?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Calkins still go with Blanche Hellickson?"
Triggs: "Yes, now and then."
Joe: "Slicky Haner still going here?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Is she ever going to graduate?"
Triggs: "Nope."
Joe: "Is Dillon still coach?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Roman still taking French?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Gerceck married to that St. Cloud girl?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Are the showers still cold after football?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Is Streff still head of the Engineering Department?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Is Eddie Muir still skipping Chapel?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Is that all that has happened lately?"
Triggs: "Yep."
Joe: "Then I'm going back to sleep.—Oh, by the way has the foot ball team won any games the last ten years?"
Triggs: "Nope."
Joe: "Well, good night for a while, wake me up if anything happens."
Triggs: "No danger."

PERSONALS

Dillon says he has two good ends. We'll agree that his feet look serviceable.

Wanted: To know where they moved the bench in the corridor on the first floor.

Dillon says he has to pay most of the men at the club to be good, but Bremer is good for nothing.

Speaking of boiler rooms, the assembly room is nice and quiet.

Ask Marian Bone: "Why the great response to the statement, that the thrill of the touch of a friend's hand in the dark, is the greatest thrill?"

Has Mr. Morrison been imbibing excessively lately? What wonderful recollections he has in Psychology! Mr. Maxwell jumping off the Normal School roof! Poor Mr. Maxwell.
Mr. Gaylord: "What are the conditions of a good memory, Mr. Muir?"

Gus: "Just the opposite from the conditions of a bad memory."

Mr. Stalcup: "Name the two branches of the federal legislature."

Funny Junior: "Senatives and Representers."
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In advertising in "The Pow-Wow," the merchants of Winona are doing YOU a big favor, in that they are lending it the propelling force that is needed. Without the advertisements YOUR PAPER would not have been in existence. Are you going to pay the merchants back? Certainly. Then PATRONIZE THEM. Look them over now and remember who they are.

AMONG THE WITTY.

Margaret: "How did Don like it in the army?"

Pearl: "Say, an army that can make him get up early, work hard all day and go to bed early, can do anything." 

Mr. Lowery in Critic meeting: "Where is Mary Walker?"

Sarcastic Senior: "You mean Walk on." (Waukon.)

Boys octette singing: "Before I die—"
Miss Smith: "Wait a minute!"

The Inter-State Mercantile Co.

Solicits Your Patronage
And Assures You Courteous Treatment

Geo. W. Herrick
High Grade Pianos, Player Pianos,
Sheet Music and Musical Merchandise
101 E. Third St. Winona, Minn.

H. H. Chichanowski
MILLINERY
105 E. Third St. Winona, Minn.